Inject-Ease®

*Injections Made Easy*

Conquer the technique and anxiety of injections with the Inject-Ease, the device that makes injections easy. Simply place a loaded syringe in the Inject-Ease, place the tip against the skin, and press the button to automatically deliver the needle through the skin. You control the rate at which the medicine is injected.

- Usable with subcutaneous injection treatments, including diabetes and other conditions
- Special tip & technique helps reduce the pain by masking the needle puncture
- One press of the button inserts the needle through the skin automatically and easily
- Part #IE400

Insul-eze®

*Syringe Magnifier*

One-piece syringe magnifier that holds syringe and insulin bottles in place for those with visual or manual dexterity problems.

- Aids in syringe loading for visually impaired
- Magnifies all syringe calibrations two times for easy reading
- Holds syringe and bottle firmly while drawing dosage
- Part #IZ6000

Insul-Cap®

*Stores, Identifies Bottles, and Helps Load Syringes*

Insulin bottle caps designed to aid in storing, identifying and making drawing insulin into a syringe easier.

- Allows one-handed syringe loading
- Fits most standard syringes and insulin bottles
- Keeps bottle tops sanitary
- Part #IC200S

Ambi-Tray®

*Insulin Bottle Tray*

Small and sturdy Insulin bottle holder that keeps bottles organized and standing upright.

- Fits most standard insulin bottles
- Easy to put on, store and remove
- Part #ITR500S
**Insul-Tote®**

**Insulated Carry Totes**

Compact and durable all-weather insulated totes for transporting temperature sensitive medication, supplies, and meters.

- All-weather insulated zippered carry totes
- Transports temperature-sensitive medication
- Made of washable nylon with foam insulation
- Includes handy pockets for storing supplies and reusable gel pack
- Pen-Tote - for shorter outings and the most discreet travel Part #IT500PTD 4in x 7in x 1in (17.8cm x 10.2cm x 2.5cm)
- Hip Pack with adjustable hip strap Part #IT500JR 6in x 4.5in x 3in (15.2cm x 11.4cm x 7.6cm)
- Top-Opening with shoulder strap Part #IT500T 7in x 7in x 3in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 7.6cm)
- Back Opening for easy viewing of items Part #IT500B 7in x 7in x 3in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 7.6cm)
- Back Opening Ultimate with extra pocket Part #IT500U 7in x 7in x 4in (17.8cm x 17.8cm x 10.2cm)

**auto-Lancet Mini**

**Mini Lancing Device with Adjustable Tip**

Re-usable quiet and comfortable lancing device that assists in obtaining capillary blood samples for testing.

**Mini**

- Five level adjustable tip allows variation of lancet penetration
- Pen shape available in mini 3.5in (8.89cm) size
- Works with industry standard lancets
- Mini Part #AL100MK23AESP

**EZ-Lets**

**Lancets**

High-quality lancets compatible with industry standard lancing devices.

- Precision-ground tri-bevel point for clean, precise punctures
- Full range of sizes available — 21 gauge, 26 gauge, 28 gauge and 30 gauge.

**EZ-Lance®**

**The Ultimate Disposable Safety Lancet**

The EZ-Lance® maximizes comfort, safety, and ease of use. Every feature has been designed with users in mind, from the extra-large tab for easy removal to the ergonomic thumb-groove for the utmost in comfort.

**Safety**

- Single-use, pre-cocked and not re-cockable
- Needle is covered at all times before and after lance
- Easy to hold; large tab is easy to remove

**EZ-Vac®**

**Vacuum Alternate Site Testing Device**

The EZ-Vac works with any lancing device to allow blood to be drawn from areas other than the fingertip, such as the forearm.

- Compact design — smallest, most portable vacuum Alternate Site Testing device
- Multi-location tip — Special tip works on alternate locations
- Part #EZV1000